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ABSTRACT

A molecular-levelunderstandingof mineral-waterinteractionsis critical for the

evaluationand prediction of the sorptionproperties of clay minerals that may be used in various

chemical and radioactivewaste disposalmethods. Molecularmodels of metal sorption

incorporateempirical energy forcefields,based on molecularorbital calculations and

spectroscopicdata, that account for Coulombic,van der Waals attractive, and short-range

repulsiveenergies. The summationof the non-bondedenergyterms at equally-spacedgrid points

surroundinga mineral substrateprovides a three dimensionalpotential energy grid. The energy

map can be used to determinethe optimal sorption sites of metal ions on the exposed surfaces of

the mineral. By using this approach,we have evaluatedthe crystallographicand compositional

controlof metal sorption on the surfacesof kaolinite and illite. Estimates of the relative ‘)

/
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sorption energy and most stable sorption sites are derived based on a rigid ion

approximation.
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INTRODUCTION

Although the molecular simulation of binary oxides and other simple crystalline

materials has become commonplace among computational chemists, very little progress

has been made in the simulation of the complex clay minerals. Alurninosilicate clays are

of considerable importance in the containment of radionuclide and chemical wastes in the

environment. The layered structure is intimately linked to their ability to attenuate and

immobilize contaminants by chemical sorption, sequestration, and precipitation

processes. Our ability to evaluate these complex processes is provided by a few

experimental and analytical methods such as X-ray absorption and NMR spectroscopes.

However, due to the large unit cell structures, their low symmetries, and varied

composition of natural clays and clay minerals, it is critical to apply theoretical atomistic

models for an improved understanding and interpretation of these phenomena. In this

effort, we have successfully performed computer simulations of two common types of

%
clays—kaolinite, dh and. The crystallographic control of metal sorption on the

external surfaces has been examined. An empirical forcefield based on observed

structures and quantum mechanical partial charges are utilized in these efforts.

Combined with recent advances in high-performance computation, the molecular models

may potentially provide a sound basis for designing efficient and economical methods for

waste treatment and improved immobilization of contaminants.

An example of metal sorption on a common soil mineral is provided in Figure 1

for the case of Pb2+and Ba2+on goethite based on the work of Hayes and Leckie (1987).

Both metals exhibit an increase in their sorption as pH increases and as the number of
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negatively-charged and deprotonated oxygens increases. The Pb2+data exhibit an

invariance with solution concentration in contrast to the slightly large ion Ba2+that has a

sorption edge that shifts to higher pH with increasing solution concentration. Traditional

interpretation of this behavior is that the Pb2+sorbs onto goethite as a strongly bound

inner sphere complex while the Ba2+remains as an outer sphere complex and less

strongly bound. Anion sorption onto goethite would be characterized by sorption

isotherm curves decreasing with increasing pH values. Unfortunately, the macroscopic

sorption studies are unable to provide the atomistic details of the sorption process and

/
much of the sorption mechanism remains conjecture. Recently, however, X-ray —

absorption spectroscopic (xAS) methods using synchrotronsradiation are being

incorporated in sorption studies to help characterize the atomic arrangement of the

sorption complex (Brown et al. 1995; Thompson et al. 1998). Nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has also been used to characterize and monitor the

sorption of metals on clays (Kim et al. 1996a, 1996b). In addition, with recent advances

in computational power, atomistic-based computer simulations are being used to evaluate

metal sorption on minerals (Rustad et al. 1996; Cygan et al. 1998). Often the computer-

based approach provides a conceptual model for interpretation of the spectral results of

the XAS and NMR studies.

Sophisticated computer simulation studies involving molecular mechanics

(Delville 1991; Chang et al. 1995; Teppen et al. 1997; Cygan et al. 1998; Smith 1998)

and quantum mechanical approaches (Hobbs et al. 1997) have been used for the atomistic

examination of clay minerals. Although there have been significant improvements in the

computing power of workstations and personal computers, these approaches still continue
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to be limited by computational resources. This is especially true for the simulation of the

large unit cells and supercells required for the analysis of clay-fluid interactions and the

evaluation of dynamics properties that typically require simulation times greater than 50

ps.

In this study, we implement the Pattabiraman et al. (1985) method to obtain

energy sorption maps for large molecular representations of various clay surfaces. This

approach allows for the evaluation of the fundamental atomistic properties that control

the sorption of molecules, metals, and anions onto the surfaces. We are able to evaluate

the influence of crystallography, cleavage surface, composition, isomorphic substitution,

and surface protonation state on the relative sorption energy. The following section

provides a summary of the theoretical methods that are used in this effort.
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THEORETICAL APPROACH

Empirically-based forcefield methods that are used in the molecular mechanics

simulations typically involve the evaluation of the total energy for a chemical system

based on a set of simple analytical expressions that area function of geometry.

Empirically-derived parameters are obtained from observed structure, spectroscopic data,

and physical properties, although molecular orbital calculations are used to provide

energy values for systems that are experimentally unavailable or beyond equilibrium

conditions (Cygan, 1999). Molecular models of clays have been evaluated using several —

different analytical functions, but the most common is that based on a simple nonbonded

approach that includes electrostatic and short range interactions. Equation (1) provides

the fundamental expression for the total energy of a chemical system based on the

summation of all possible pair-wise interactions:

(1)

The total nonbonded energy is simply a summation of the atom charges product ~~

divided by the distance of separation ~j plus a summation of the short-range repulsion

(1/~j12)and van der Waals (l/~jG)terms with empirical parameters Aij and Bij. The

summations are for limits set to avoid repeat evaluation of atom pairs. The first term of

Equation (l), the Coulombic or electrostatic energy, dominates the energy expression for

sorption, whereas the short range energy terms are typically less than 20% of the total

energy. Figure 2 provides a schematic representation of the molecular interactions that

are associated with a metal sorbing on a surface. In this case, the net interaction energy is
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simply the nonbonded energy terms give by Equation (l); the bonded or self-interaction

energies for the substrate atoms do not contribute to the sorption energy. The energy

model that we implement in this study assumes a rigid ion approximation with no

electronic polarization.

Pattabiraman et al. (1985) recognized that computational costs for the evaluation

of docking (or sorption) energies could be substantially reduced if the energy components

of a large molecule were defined separate of the smaller docking molecule. The

interaction parameters for any atom-atom interaction need to be defined as geometric

means of the individual atom:

/iti = (AiAj)”2

2$ = (BiBj)’/’

This approach effectively removes all of the energy parameters for the substrate

component from the first summation and therefore allows a one-time need for

calculation. Equation (1) can be rewritten with the j molecule (sorbate) interaction

parameters removed from the inner summation:

(2)

(3)

(4)
j i j- i j- i

Although originally conceived for the analysis of drug receptor sites on macromolecules

for pharmaceutical applications, this method is applicable to the evaluation of sorbate-

substrate interactions. The energy component for the large substrate molecule is initially

evaluated over a large grid volume and the smaller docking molecule moved to potential

docking sites where the energy is evaluated in real time. General or universal forcefields



such as CVFF (Dauber-Osguthorpe 1988), UFF (Rapp6 et al. 1992), and CFF (Maple et

al. 1994) that are often used in molecular modeling studies incorporate the geometric

mean convention based on diagonal Van der Waals parameters to evaluate atom-pair

interactions.
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COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

Large molecular cluster models of kaolinite and illite were generated using the

structural refinements of Bish (1993)’~based on the data of Young and Hewa~~1988) and —

Lin and Bailey (1984), respectively. Due to the unavailability of single crystals and

quality refinements typical for most clay phases, a paragonite structure is used as a proxy

for the potassium illite. The kaolinite cluster is comprised of 450 atoms or about 10 unit

cells. Termination of the cluster occurs on the (100), (010), and (001) surfaces and to

preserve the oxygen exposure for the aluminum and silicon polyhedra. The illite cluster

has similar cleavage surfaces and with potassium ions positioned on the basal surfaces.

The illite cluster has 660 atoms or about 12 unit cells. Aluminum is substituted for

silicon in the tetrahedral sheet allowing for a disordered structure with aluminum

avoidance and to provide the appropriate Si/Al composition; the dioctahedral sheet is

only occupied by aluminum.

The cluster models were protonated to represent the surface species that would be

expected to dominate at various pH values. Brady et al. (1996) determined the zero point

of charge (PZC) for kaolinite to be at pH 4, suggesting full protonation and the existence

of aluminol and silanol groups at low pH values. Surface speciation models based on

surface titrations of kaolinite (Brady et al. 1996) indicate the deprotonation of the

aluminol at pH 5.3 and the silanol above pH 8. We treat the illite cluster similarly by

assuming a slightly higher PZC and an analogous scheme for deprotonation. With the

occurrence of both aluminol and silanol groups on the tetrahedral sheet, we assume the

aluminol to deprotonated at a lower pH than the tetrahedral silanol. Figure 3 provides a
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schematic of the scheme used to protonate the surfaces of the clusters for selected pH

conditions. We assume that all surface sites are either protonated or deprotonated for the

cluster model although in nature one would expect a distribution of sites. Although no

solution phase is explicitly treated in this model, the surface speciation scheme is used to

effective y treat the influence of the solution.

Partial charges were assigned to all component atoms based on the Mulliken

charges derived from the Hartree-Fock molecular orbital study of kaolinite by Hess and

Saunders (1992). No attempt was made to discriminate among the charges for the

surface hydrogens, nor between aluminum in either tetrahedral or octahedral sites. A

geometry optimization of all hydrogen positions was performed for each of the kaolinite

and illite clusters based on an energy minimization algorithm using the CVFF parameters

of Dauber-Osguthorpe et al. (1988). All other atoms were constrained to their structural

position.

A docking grid for the sorption maps was generated for each of the molecular

clusters using a grid spacing of 0.67 ~ and a 3 ~ border zone (see Figure 4). Equation

(4) was evaluated at each of the approximate 42,000 grid points for kaolinite and 60,000

grid points for illite. The energy parameters for docking molecule are set to unity, so that

the resulting energies at the grid points are associated with only the substrate molecule j.

This convention provides energy values that will be negative for cation sorption and

positive for anion sorption. There is no explicit inclusion of the sorbate in the

calculations; the resulting energy maps, therefore, provide the relative sorption energies

for the various surface sites for a fictitious sorbate.
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Calculations were performed on an Indigo-2 R8000 workstation by Silicon

Graphics using the Discover (energy minimization) and Docking (sorption map) codes

within the Insight II graphical user interface (Molecular Simulations Inc.). Molecular

clusters were generated with the Solids_Builder module and all computer graphics were

electronically copied through the Insight II interface.
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RESULTS

An example of the optimized structure for the kaolinite cluster at pH 4 is provided

in Figure 4. Evidence of hydrogen bonding between the two layers used in the cluster

representation is indicated by the positioning of the hydrogens on the (010) edges, both

across the interlayer (silanols) and within the interlayer (aluminous). Similar behavior is

observed for the hydrogen-optimized kaolinite clusters at the other pH values. The fully-

deprotonated structure at pH 10 exhibits only a slight rearrangement of the structural

interlayer hydrogens and only those positioned near the edge of the cluster. The illite

clusters behave similarly for relaxation of the hydrogens, although the pH 10 structure

has only the structural hydrogens associated with the octahedral aluminums. In all cases

for kaolinite and illite, hydrogen relaxation of the inner hydroxyls protons occurs in

response to the structural octahedral vacancy or cleavage surface. These hydrogen

positions are similar to those calculated by Giese (1982) based on electrostatic

interactions and the molecular orbital results of Hess and Saunders (1992) and Hobbs et

al. (1997).

The results of the energy calculations for the kaolinite and illite clusters are

presented in terms of energy sorption maps in Figures 5-7. Each figure includes the (100)

view of the cluster so as to provide the most information on the clay structure and the

influence of the dioctahedral vacancy. Figures 5 and 6 include three-dimensional energy

contours that are mapped for values just above the energy minimum value. The contours

indicate the most energetically-favored sites for metal sorption onto the cluster model.

The increase in binding energy (more negative energy values) with pH is related to the
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greater negative sutiace chmgemsociated with deprotonation. Noenergy sorption map

for the illite cluster at pH 4 is presented due to the positive value obtained for the energy

minimum. No metal sorption would be observed for this cluster within the constraints of

the sorption model used in the calculations.

A more informative representation of the energy map values is presented in

Figure 7 where color-coded slices through the illite cluster are used. The left hand side of

Figure 7 provides a surface plane view for the energy grid calculated for the illite cluster

at pH 6 conditions. The plane is positioned at 1 ~ above the (010) surface hydrogens.

The right hand side of this figure shows a cross-sectional view of the same cluster that

slices through the middle of the structure as viewed towards the (100) surface. The

surface slice and the cross-section are color coded and keyed to an energy spectrum.

Energy values are interpolated between grid points to provide a continuum of the energy

values across the cluster surfaces, and to help facilitate identifying the energy minima.
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DISCUSSION

Within the assumptions and constraints of the energy model used to describe the

interaction energies, Figures 5-7 favorably exhibit the expected trends for the energetic

of metal sorption. Cation sorption, as represented by negative interaction energies,

occurs for the kaolinite and illite clusters at pH values above the PZC. The illite cluster

for pH 4, which is expected to be slightly below the PZC, is characterized by positive

energy values for all grid points, and therefore would have a greater affinity for anion

sorption than for cation sorption. Although experimental evidence exists for the sorption

of metal cations on either side of the PZC (see Figure 1), the energy maps suggest this is

not the case. It is important to recognize that clay surfaces will still have negatively

charged sites that exist below the PZC that may contribute to cation sorption. First, as

noted earlier, there is a distribution of protonated and deprotonated sites across all pH

values and these may exist to either side of the PZC. Second, the most favorable sites for

low pH metal sorption would probably be those associated with the isomorphic

substitution of aluminum for silicon in kaolinite and where the metals can access the

tetrahedral basal sheet (Brady et al. 1998). It is most likely that these sorbed cations will

be strongly bound as inner sphere complexes. This type of isomorphic substitution was

not simulated for kaolinite in this study.

The sorption energy maps for kaolinite (Figure 5) demonstrate the influence of

four major factors in the control of the optimum (lowest energy) sorption sites: 1)

cleavage surface, 2) surface oxygens, 3) octahedral vacancy, and 4) crystal symmetry.

The pH 4 cluster shows a region of optimal sorption that is spread across the interlayer



region and connects the lower layer alurninols with those on the upper layer. The region

straddles across the section of the crystal associated with a siloxane cavity and the

aluminum-vacancy in the octahedral sheet. The fine structure of the contour in the

interlayer is associated with the energy-minimized hydrogen positions. The subtle

contour positioned on the upper corner of the gibbsite sheet in the upper layer is related to

the symmetry of the crystal (triclinic with C 1 space group) used to initially generate the

cluster. The exposed edge sites are most favorable for sorption by having a greater

coordination by oxygens from several surfaces. Octahedral vacancies, with an intrinsic

negative charge, will influence the hydrogen positions, which in turn will expose oxygen

sites for favorable coordination to the sorbing metal. “?%/’{~d

The energy map for the kaolinite at pH 6 occurs more localized to the interlayer /
—

region with significant contribution by the aluminols of the lower layer. This result is

primarily in response to the deprotonation of the aluminol protons at the intermediate pH

conditions. Metal cations are free to sorb directly onto the exposed octahedral oxygens in

a mechanism similar to that modeled by molecular dynamics simulations by Cygan et al.

(1998) for cesium sorption on kaolinite edges. At the highest pH value of 10, the most

favorable site is at the interlayer edge where now the silanol groups have been

deprotonated and the metal sorbs more strongly with the siloxane oxygens coordinating

to the metal sorbate along with the upper octahedral aluminum oxygens. The energy

surface, in addition to being characterized by a larger gradient than those presented for

the lower pH clusters, is characterized by a more localized sorption region.

The sorption behavior for cations on the illite surfaces is similar to that observed

for kaolinite but is now modified by the substitution of aluminum on the silicon sheet.
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Figure 6 exhibits the sorption maps for the three illite clusters. The optimum sorption

sites for the pH 6 cluster map are clearly controlled by the coordinated location of

tetrahedral aluminum sites to more strongly bind the sorbate. The aluminums on the left

hand side of the (010) surface are opposite each other across the interlayer region where

the contour occurs. Similar energy values also exist on the same surface for the

deprotonated octahedral aluminol sites. The right hand (010) surface of the same cluster

does not have the tetrahedral aluminums working in concert nor is there the influence of a

local octahedral vacancy to enhance the sorption energy as on the left hand side surface.

Small localized sorption sites are visible near the aluminum vacancy on both illite layers

for the (100) surface. The results for the pH 8 sorption map indicate enhanced sorption at

the same sites as for pH 6 but now there is the right hand side (010) cleavage that is

energetically accessible for the cations. Deprotonated silanol groups are now able to

contribute to the binding and help to stabilize the interlayer sorption site. Finally, at the

fully deprotonated illite cluster (pH 10), the (010) interlayer region is the most favorable

sorption site. Deprotonated aluminol groups are now able to strongly coordinate to the

sorbing metal. Similar sorption behavior is not observed on the left hand (010) surface

due to the less suitable configuration of the deprotonated tetrahedral aluminols and

silanols.

The color-coded sorption maps presented in Figure 7 provide abetter graphic of

the sorption behavior for the pH 6 illite cluster. The semi-transparent nature of the map

planes allows for a better correlation of the sorption energy to the underlying structure,

especially for the (010) surface plane view. The most favored cation sorption sites

(colored red) occur at the interlayer region and at the deprotonated octahedral aluminol
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sites. As noted above, the tetrahedral aluminums are occur directly opposite each other

and help to stabilize the sorption at the interlayer region. The exact equilibrium position

of the metal sorbate will not necessarily be located at the energy minimum due to the use

of a virtual sorbate cation (unit parameters) in evaluating Equation (4). The values of the

Ai and Bi parameters will influence the extent to how strongly the metal will bind and to

what extent the metal will be able to approach the clay surface (see right hand side of

Figrue 7).

The various cleavage surfaces that occur naturally for kaolinite and illite may not

be limited to just those examined in this study, for example, the (1 10) family of cleavage

surfaces. Especially due to the nature of dioctahedral clays and the existence of an

octahedral vacancy, there may exist several more cleavage surfaces for sorption that may

be more favorable for metal sorption. We selected cleavage surfaces for only the

orthogonal faces of kaolinite and illite, and that included two of the three possible

arrangements for the (O10) cleavage. The (100) cleavage selection includes one surface

with the aluminum octahedra most exposed and the other surface with the silicon

tetrahedral most exposed. The more obvious basal plane cleavages make up the (001)

cleavage surfaces.

No attempt was made to modify the partial charge assignments for the molecular

clusters as a function of pH. As a result, a net charge develops as the surface structure is

modified for the various pH conditions above and below the PZC. Deprotonation of

silanol and aluminol surface species will develop that will lead to greater sorption

energies. However, in the natural system electrical double layers within the near-surface

environment of the solution will form to compensate for this surplus charge (Sposito
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1984; Stumm 1992). Similarly, at pH values below the PZC, the surplus charge at the

surface will produce a modification of the solution structure at the interface. The

sorption map model maintains this extra charge and therefore the sorption energies will

be effectively too large, but still should provide a good monitor of relative energy

changes.
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CONCLUSIONS

The sorption energy maps provide a unique tool for identifying the optimum sites

for sorption on the complex surfaces of clay minerals. Details of the crystallographic and

surface structure controls on sorption are readily identified by Figures 5-7. Although

simple assumptions are used in the development of the energy model, its ability to

provide a first order mapping of the relative importance of various surface sites for metal

sorption is unprecedented. Notwithstanding the low symmetry, order-disorder behavior,

varied composition, stacking disorder, and other unique traits of clay minerals, this

theoretical approach is invaluable in sorting through the complex variables that control

the sorption behavior of clays.

Further refinements of the sorption map model would include the incorporation of

electronic polarization for the sorbate especially for a cation with a large ionic radii and

low-charge (Lasaga and Cygan 1982). The effective electric field at a sorption site by the

substrate will induce a dipole in the cation that will reduce the energy of the system and

provide a more tightly bound metal. Additionally, the oxygens at the surface would most

likely polarize in concert with the cation to further stabilize the surface complex. Future

calculations, especially with improvements expected in computational power, would

necessarily treat the appropriate clay surfaces as two dimensional systems with periodic

boundary conditions. The long-range electrostatic energies would be more accurate

based on an Ewald summation (Ewald 1921; Tosi 1964), and combined with a good

model for the sorbate molecule or cation would provide absolute sorption energies.

Nonetheless, the present study provides a fairly rigorous and microscopic perspective on
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the crystallographic control of clay surfaces for metal sorption that can be used to

develop conceptual models in the interpretation of experimental and spectroscopic studies

of metal sorption. Ultimately, this fundamental approach will be able to help evaluate and . ~#
$

predict of the mechanicsof sorptiononto more complexclay minerals that maybe used in various J

chemical and radioactivewaste disposalmethods.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Sorption curves for the uptake of Pb2+and Ba2+on goethite as a function of pH
and solution ionic strength based on the work of Hayes and Leckie (1987). The pair of
vertical lines denote the approximate value for the point of zero charge (PZC) based on
surface titration experiments.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the nonbonded interactions associated with the
sorption of a cation onto a molecular substrate. The dotted lines represent interatomic
interactions that are evaluated by the summations in the energy equation.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the protonation sequence used in the generation of
the surface species for the kaolinite and illite clusters. The illite clusters have both
aluminum and silicon in the tetrahedral sheet.

Figure 4. Boundary volume and grid points used for the sorption map calculation for the
kaolinite cluster at pH 4. Sorption energies were calculated for each of the grid points.
Hydrogen atoms in the kaolinite were first allowed to relax to energy-optimized
positions.

Figure 5. Sorption energy maps of the kaolinite clusters as a function of pH. The
contour surface represents an energy value just above the minimum energy for the
calculation (Efin + 80 kcal/mol).

Figure 6. Sorption energy maps of the illite clusters as a function of pH. The contour
surface represents an energy value just above the minimum energy for the calculation
(E~in+ 80 kcal/mol).

Figure 7. Sorption energy maps for the illite cluster at pH 6 presented as energy slices.
The surface plane is located 1 ~ above the (010) surface hydrogens and the cross-
sectional plane is located midway through the illite cluster parallel to the (100) face.
Aluminum atoms in the tetrahedral sheet are highlighted. Potassium atoms in the
interlayer and on basal surfaces are denoted by plus signs.
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